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SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT 
 

Future education is created by acting now. Current challenges, such as students’ low             

motivation in learning that influences their success in lifelong learning and in work life; great need                

of multicultural social interaction to build cooperative, open minded society and the thread of              

future environmental changes led 6 schools from  

Czech Republic, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and Spain  

to join in forces and create  

“Every Drop Counts” (EDC) project, 2019-1-CZ01-KA229-061189. 

The EDC- project motivation is strongly linked to each partner’s school development plan and              

main priorities in Europe’s development strategies. First of all, the ability of citizens to              

communicate in at least two languages besides their mother tongue has been identified as a key                

priority in the EU’s ET 2020 Framework. (“Smarter, greener, more inclusive - indicators to support               

The Europe 2020 Strategy”, 2016 Edition). Also, education and training systems must deliver the              

right mix of skills, including digital and transversal key competences, media literacy, and             

communication in a foreign language (“An Agenda for new skills and jobs”). 

The main idea for this project came out also considering these aspects: 

●continuation of the previous Erasmus+ KA2 project “On the Wings of Europe” focused on              

environmental topics and preparing innovative educational materials 

●the need of collaborative initiative in exchanging good practice and educational tools for             

schools to 

increase motivation of students for learning and achieving good results 

●the need of collaboration in Europe facing the significant environmental changes in future 

●providing opportunities for disadvantaged students and also setting new challenges for highly 

motivated students 

●the importance of building young people´s personal skills as ability of intercultural            

communication, teamwork and fluency in foreign language. 

 

INTERNATIONAL LEARNING TEACHING TRAINING ACTIVITIES: 

1 staff training for 12 teachers and 6 short-term pupils’ exchanges for 144 students (13-18 years                

old) in order to achieve main objectives of the project: 

●to motivate students to be active in learning process and equip them with skill sets to help them                  

to 

be successful in their future jobs, to become responsible citizens and attractive to international              

labour 

market 

●to spread awareness of fragile environmental equilibrium which does not recognize the state 

borders and to promote the notion of responsibility of every citizen towards the environment 

●to provide more opportunities for disadvantaged students in their growth 
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●to boost personal growth of good students 

●to enlarge knowledge and expertise of teachers 

●to enforce creative and critical thinking and promote active citizenship 

●to motivate the students to take responsibility of their learning and self-evaluating 

●to support active language learning. 

●to promote effective language teaching. 

 

There are also other pupils and teachers who participate in local activities at schools.              

Teachers mobility is essential to exchange good practice in active learning methods, to find              

creative ways of working with students and to support students in the preparation of project               

materials, to prepare them to work in multicultural teams, to evaluate students’ progress             

successfully, be active and deepen their personal and professional development as a part of              

lifelong learning. The main theme of the programme of students’ exchanges and local activities at               

schools are focused on environmental issues (WATER) and its protection; active learning and             

language learning. Students become more responsible Europeans by interacting with other young            

people from different countries, also with those from disadvantaged backgrounds, presenting           

their lessons to kindergarten children and by exchanging views among different cultures.  

During this project we use methods of active learning, peer learning, problem-based            

learning and other student-centred approaches, as learning by teaching, creating collaborative           

learning groups, using debates, discussions, role playing and also previous project developed tools.  

We work on  producing of the following outputs:  
• guide for teachers on active learning activities based on students´ experience  

• project journals  

• videos from the students´ exchanges  

• presentations of students´ created materials. 

The implemented activities are a part of schools’ internationalisation strategy that ensure            

continuation of work on “EDC” project objectives. Shared experience and presented project            

outputs in the community and other organisations ensures the awareness of the importance of              

active learning methods, teamwork and collaboration. After completion of the project, trained            

teachers will act as trainers and “ambassadors” of active learning and environmental protection             

advocates to make the project sustainable. They will pass the knowledge within and outside the               

partnership throughout online and offline channels and networks. Future projects will be            

discussed and planned during the cooperation. 
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PROJECT’ PARTNERS 

 

  Střední průmyslová škola chemická Pardubice, Czech 

Republic, - coordinator.  

                                                                        www.spsch.cz 

 

  IIS via Carlo Emery, Rome, Italy 

                                                                            www.itccalamandrei.it 

 

 
Mālpils novada vidusskola, Latvia  

                                              www.malpilsvsk.lv 

 

  
Ignalinos r. Dūkšto mokykla, Dūkštas, Lithuania 

                                                                                                       www.dukstomokyla.lt 

 Zespół Szkół Społecznych Fundacji Edukacji "Fabryczna 10" w 

Białymstoku, Poland 

                                                                                                                 www.slosto.pl 

  

 

 IES Virgen de Guadalupe, Caceres, Spain  

  

                                                           www.iesvdeguadalupe.juntaextremadura.net 
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C1 PARDUBICE MEETING SUMMARY  
Short-term joint staff training event at Střední průmyslová škola chemická          

Pardubice, the Czech Republic, from 15th to 19th October 2019 

 

The program started on 15th October by socializing, getting to know each other and informal               

discussions. On 16th October the program started by the official welcoming of the partners by the                

headmaster of the coordinating and hosting school, followed by a presentation about the project              

work by Věra Poláková. After presentations about the participating schools and their schools´             

experience in active and peer learning, the teachers shared the experience with activities             

connected with the project topic, active learning methods used in the schools and they discussed               

the possible applying those into local activities and events of the EDC            

project. 

After lunch a lecturer Vendula Lensmith held a workshop about active           

learning methods and the teachers divided into mixed/international        

groups used the methods practically. Teachers were given teaching         

materials and worksheets which they could share with other teachers of           

their school and use them for their local project activities. 

In the afternoon the    

teachers had a study visit to      

Hradec Králové – Hučák, a     

water power plant; they    

learned about its history and the use of this         

information for modern methods of learning and       

teaching. They also learned about successful      

cooperation between schools and companies. 

On the next day all the teachers joined a lecture of Francisco Torrado Cano who spoke about the                  

standardization of communication and they discussed project activities, marketing materials and           

possible cooperation among involved countries. Partners’ presentations about the planned          

activities in their countries and the importance and opportunities of the school websites for the               

project results followed.  
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In the afternoon they visited Zelená hora near Žďár nad Sázavou having guided tours to the Castle                 

and The Pilgrimage Church of St John of Nepomuk at Zelená Hora, the site of UNESCO Heritage                 

List, where they got to know about modern ways of presenting historical and scientific facts in the                 

museum exposition which was listed as one of the best in last two years and about the importance                  

of the culture heritage preservation. They also learned about the importance of clever water              

management in the past for the development of the particular region in future. 

On 18th October the programme started with a lecture of a geologist Marek Čáslavský who               

introduced the topic of water and its role in the landscape. The teachers learned about how to use                  

statistics and scientific information in the project activities and were given useful ideas on what to                

focus on while working with students.  

The program continued by a workshop of Věra Brachetková about active teaching methods,             

student- centered teaching approaches, peer learning      

and peer teaching and she introduced the guide for         

teachers which contains the ideas that will be used         

and developed by all partners during the whole        

project. Teachers got the knowledge of several useful        

techniques which they could integrate in their       

teaching, how to prepare attractive teaching material       

and how to create collaborative learning groups and in         

a practical workshop they tried using several modern        

methods of learning. 

After a final discussion the training finished with the evaluation of the whole training meeting and                

also Pardubice sightseeing focused on the water project topic. 

On 19th October the participants departed, all with fresh ideas for the project activities in the                

following period, ways of motivation of students and effective dissemination of the project. 
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PRESENTATIONS AND OTHER MATERIALS FROM THE C1  
During C1, a short-term joint staff training event, presentations and workshops were given and              

various project materials or their drafts were created. We share these materials and any partner               

can use them for the project work; for planning and implementation of both future international               

and local activities. 

They were: 

● Presentation about the project management by Vera Polakova   

● Presentation about the important information given to project coordinators in Prague, CR by             

Michal Dusek and Vera Polakova  

● Presentations about partner schools by Zuzana Korelova (CR), Orietta Vozzi (Italy), Francisco  

Torrado Cano (Spain), Daiga Lāce (Latvia), Lenie Druteikiene (Lithuania), Agata Ratkiewicz (Poland)            

 

● Lecture about the standardization of communication by Francisco Torrado Cano 

● Lecture about reporting about project activities and the importance of the school websites by            

Livija Mukane  

● Workshop about active learning methods by Vendula Lensmith  

● Workshop about active learning methods by Vera Brachetkova  

● Workshop about water and its role in the landscape by Marek Čáslavský 

Materials prepared for the training event: 

● C1 programme brochure  

● Participants´ list  

● Business cards 

● Certificates for participants  

● Water break questionnaire  

● Active learning mind map  

● Active learning brochure draft  

● Jigsaw teaching instructions  

● EDC project evaluation sheet proposal  

● Brochure about the water power plant in Hradec Kralove and the Pilgrimage Church of St John of                 

Nepomuk at Zelená Hora 
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C2 - SHORT TERM EXCHANGE OF GROUPS OF PUPILS IN CÁCERES 

(SPAIN) 

 
 
The main objective of the Erasmus+ project is to create Europe. And Europe is not simply a place                  

on the map or an economic agreement between countries. Europe is a feeling. And that feeling is                 

born in the interaction of the citizens. 

 

In this meeting we are looking for the interaction between young citizens from different countries.               

26 students and 10 teachers from all partner schools participated in the activities and many               

Spanish students and teachers.  

On Sunday,  February 16, the international delegation landed at Madrid-Barajas airport. 

At Barajas airport, the different delegations began to meet. 

In the hotel we had a first meeting in which: 

- The students had the first interactions with each other 

- The teachers had an initial contact 

- Accreditations for the meeting were distributed 

- General explanations were given about the city, the places to be visited and the characteristics of                 

the different activities, roughly speaking. 

 

On Monday February 17th the presentation activities took place in the IES Virgen de Guadalupe. 

                              

After an official reception at the door of the school and another mini reception in the hall of the                   

building, the retinue went to the gymnasium where our partner Librado Cotrina had prepared a               

battery of activities so that the boys and girls would lose their logical initial embarrassment. 

 

 

To create links between the different national committees after the introductory activities, a funny              

photocall with watery motifs was made. 
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We continued with the activity consisting of the presentation by the students of their schools,               

their cities and their countries. 

As an example of Spanish gastronomy, the most traditional of Spanish breakfasts was invited to               

the retinue: Chocolate with churros 

On Monday 17th February the presentation of the project took place in the town hall of Cáceres. 

After all the interventions and a brief visit to the building, a family photo was taken. 

 

 

 

WATER GAMES/WATER GUIDE 
On the afternoon of Monday, February 17, the students were separated into two groups that               

rotated between them: 

- Recreational activities consisting of a series of traditional Spanish games in which water is              

present in one way or another. 

- Research activities to create material for the creation of an interactive guide to the water               

of Cáceres: the children in international groups had to find summary information on the              

important points of the city related to water and create cards with the information in all                

the languages that will be uploaded in an app (the creation of this app was programmed                

for the end of the 2019/2020 school year but due to the covid it will be finished during the                   

following school year) 

 

AQUATIC ACTIVITIES AT GRANADILLA 

On Tuesday,  February 18th,  the activity of visiting Granadilla took place. 

In this activity participated all the foreigners, 26 students and 10 teachers 

On the part of the institute we were 8 students and 4 teachers. 

 The value of water and its transformative power in nature is evident in this activity. 

A city abandoned due to the construction of a dam was visited. The city was almost submerged                 

and the authorities forced its inhabitants to leave the town of Granadilla. Years later, once the                

reservoir had reached its maximum capacity, it was possible to verify that the city was still safe                 

and the reconstruction of the site was carried out. 

During the visit we can see an ancient village in perfect condition to appreciate the popular                

Spanish architecture of 50 years ago, preserved thanks to the water. 

The second part of the visit also makes sense through the water, since taking advantage of the                 

constructed swamp, called Gabriel y Galán, a high performance sports centre, a European             

reference in this type of buildings, was built on one of the islands of the swamp. 
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The completely circular building, called the ring, is prepared to support the professional             

development of all types of sports and training, especially water sports. 

As proof of this, the students had the opportunity to visit the facilities and try out for themselves                  

what it feels like to be an elite athlete. 

 

 

 

 

 

WATER WORKSHOPS  
During the morning of the third day of the meeting, several workshops were held in which the use                  

of active methodologies prevailed, including flipped classroom (teachers became students),          

collaborative learning (for the creation of rain sticks), gamification (gymkhana challenge) or            

teamwork (for watercolors) 
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PUBLIC PRESENTATION OF THE PROJECT AT THE CPR AND VISIT TO THE CITY 
On Wednesday 19 February the official presentation of the project took place in the Teachers and                

Resources Centre + visit to the monumental city 

After a guided tour of the old part of Cáceres, UNESCO world heritage city began and a visit to the                    

Museum of Cáceres and the cistern of the Easter Interpretation Centre with Laura Díaz and               

Inmaculada Ramírez. 

 

 

             

 

FIESTA ESPAÑOLA  

Perhaps this was the moment in the whole encounter where the most sincere immersion in               

Spanish culture took place. 

 

On the one hand there was a real Spanish gastronomic selection provided by students, parents               

and teachers. 

 

On the other hand, the participants were shown how Spaniards behave in their leisure time.  

An activity that by itself justifies the project's objectives of crossbreeding. 

 

 

VISIT TO LOS BARRUECOS 

On Thursday 20 February the activity of visit to t Los Barruecos, UNESCO world heritage site. 

Will moves mountains, water so. 

During the visit to the Barruecos National Park, declared a World Heritage Site, we can see how                 

water and ice have shaped huge masses of stone of hundreds of tons and have given them                 

majestic forms. 

The kids could check the ancestral power of water and ice.  

And curiously enough, A Song of Fire and Ice is one of the most successful literary series today,                  

whose film version, Game of Thrones, was partly shot on these stages, as the children were able to                  

see. 

Water is not only present in the landscape, there are also two strong links: 

- The use of the reservoir to wash the wool, a washing place that is still intact and which could be                     

visited 
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- The use by the artist Wolf Vostell to create an open and closed museum in this wilderness, an                   

international reference in modern art and which inaugurated the current of art called "fluxus"              

from Latin to flow, in reference to the fact that art should be like flowing water, as opposed to                   

classical art, which according to him, was stagnant. 

  

 

 

          

 

FAREWELL  
On Friday morning we summarized the results and impressions about mobility. The students were 

asked to answer following questions: 

1) What did you get to know /learned during the meeting in Spain? 
2) What are your impressions/experience of this meeting (positive/ negative/ surprising)? 
3) Any additional comments.  
Their answers have been summarized and the experience will be used by other partners preparing 
the following mobilities.  
Latvian team told us about the planning of the Malpils meeting in April 2020 that would finally be                  

postponed. 

 

Integration with daily activities / evaluation 
 

The activities developed within the framework of the international meeting C2 of our project              

Erasmus+ Every drop counts, contribute significantly to the development of the students' skills. 

In a historical moment where Europe demands a change of paradigm in the educational model,               

where the mentality of the contents is being changed by the development of the students'               

competences, there is no doubt that the realization of this type of activities is fundamental for the                 

development of the key competences. 

The activities, events and dynamics of this project clearly favour it: 

1. Competence in linguistic communication. 

Through the exchange itself. 

2. Mathematical competence and basic competences in science and technology. 

By working on the creation of a virtual water guide 

3. Digital competence 

When using computers to make presentations or guide the water 

4. Learning to learn.  
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Autonomous learning promoted by the interaction of people from other countries 

5. Social and civic competences.  

Developed by living with people from other cultures 

6. Sense of initiative and entrepreneurial spirit 

The interaction between students is a clear expression of the development of this competence. 

7. Cultural awareness and expression. 

Through exposure to other cultures. 

 

Therefore, at a time when we are trying to redefine education on the basis of changing activities in                  

order to achieve the ultimate goal of acquiring skills, it is clear that this project is not only about                   

integrating this spirit, but also, to a certain extent, it shows us the way to what the education of                   

the future has to be: project-based, experimental and transnational. 

 

Students learned a lot about the project topic during these days, and also for teachers it was a                  

good training and mutual exchange of the experience discussing activities done so far, planning              

the next ones. The teachers had not only the function of the accompanying persons but also                

discussed the project progress and planned the next activities and creation of the project              

outcomes.  

 

 

PARTICIPANTS’ FEEDBACK AFTER THE C2 IN SPAIN 
The students were asked to answer following questions: 

1) What did you get to know /learned during the meeting in Spain? 
2) What are your impressions/experience of this meeting (positive/ negative/ surprising)? 
3) Any additional comments.  
 

Czech Republic: 
Aneta Kovářová, Adéla Blinková, Adéla Lužná, Michal Kysela, Filip Meduna, Horák Vojtěch: 

When we were in Spain we learned a lot of new things and we consider the most interesting of all                    

the old town of Caceres, the way how the local people got, kept and stored the water. The Spanish                   

cultural and religious feasts were also very interesting as we witnessed the beginning of the               

religious festival of pre-Easter carnival in the city centre. 

One of the most impressive things was the fact that Caceres is not like most of the other historical                   

cities built near any river or on the river but they still could get the water for living and even                    

beautiful gardens. The guide showed us the cisterns under houses in the old town and the ways                 

how they collected the water and stored it. 

We really enjoyed the activities which the Spanish hosting team prepared for us. Our team came to                 

the conclusion that the most enjoyable and funniest activities were on Monday when we were               
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doing the ice breaking activities. We also really liked the attitude from both teachers and students.                

And last but not least we were very excited by the beautiful nature. 

The only thing to complain about was the language barrier which we sometimes went through               

during the activities, especially with some Spanish students. 

 

 

 

 

Italy: 
 
Angie Barrero Bello 1C: First of all I could improve my level of English. I had the chance to                   

meet students from other countries and cultures and I even learnt some steps of the Flamenco                

dance! I understood that water is very important and this is thanks to the different activities                

that we had at the Virgen Guadalupe school. Thanks to this I even learnt that famous                

musicians were inspired by water. 

My experience is positive and I could do it million of times because: 

● It was the first time that I was abroad without my family and this made me feel a bit                   

older. 
● I met friends from other countries and I am still in touch with them. 
● I understood that the best food is the Italian! 
● I visited many interesting places such as los Baruecos where the Game of Thrones is set  

I am grateful to my teachers who gave me the chance to live this experience. 
 
Gabriele Martellino 1C: Culturally speaking this experience helped me realised that every            

country has its own culture, its own food, and its  way of getting dress.  

Talking about languages, I have improved both my english and spanish skills as I have been in                 
contact to youngsters who were speaking these two languages. Finally, I have learnt to              
appreciate much more my own culture and I can consider myself lucky to belong to my country                 
which is full of colours and smiles.  
One of the best moments during the Erasmus trip was the party night organized at the                
Spanish college. We eat, we danced and laughed and chatted with all our new friends.  

 
Veronica Onori 1C: Thanks to the Erasmus Drop I have realised how important is to speak                
different languages in order to communicate with people from other countries. In fact, before              
our trip to Caceres I did not know how important was to study a foreign language. In the                 
future I would love to participate in other school trips like this one because it has been really                  
special to me! 
 
I have learnt that every country has a different culture. I really enjoyed the Spanish culture                
even though, I have to admit, I am not very keen on Spanish food! 
We became very closed to the Spaniards as our cultures are very similar and we even created a                  
whats app chat where we constantly write to each other in Spanish! 
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Roberta Gabrielli 5F: I really enjoyed my experience with Erasmus Drop in Spain because it gave me                 

the chance to discover another culture and another country which is completely different from              

mine. I feel lucky I have been chosen to go to Spain and I believe it helped me to grow a little bit                       

more, it helped me to become more mature as I have learnt many new things! The main thing that I                    

learnt is that every country has a different culture but despite this thing we are all the same: we are                    

youngsters with the same desires and expectations.  

My experience is very positive and I could do it many more times! I love the fact that I was “alone”,                     

without my parents, even though there were my teachers looking after me and my 3 friends. I could                  

speak a bit of English and listen to the sound of Spanish, a new language for me. 

 

 

 

Latvia: 

Liāna Signija Strazde: As part of the project, I spent a week in Spain, the beautiful city of Cáceres. 
The Spanish people in general are very positive, kind, open-minded people who like to enjoy life. 
The whole week ran quickly, as each day was filled with different activities. We spent two days in                  
school, working in different workshops - a guide for the water of Cáceres, “water bars” that                
sounded like rain, painted jellyfish using different watercolor techniques and performing tasks for             
the sounds of water that had to be performed in Spanish. These tasks taught students from                
different countries to cooperate. Personally, I had the best contact with the Polish pupils, because               
we were on the “one wave” and it was easy to communicate. In the other days, we went on                   
knowing tours on the subject of water. In Granadilla, despite the cold water and fears, we sailed                 
across the lake, and the captain of the boat told us, even briefly, how to use the sails correctly, in                    
short, we learned to sail. In the Los Barruecos national park, however, we enjoyed the beauty of                 
Spain's nature. It was paradise indeed. What was surprising was that some scenes from the film                
“Game of Thrones” have been captured in this park. 
I had the opportunity to check myself in English, because not everyone was English-speaking and               
had to find a way to communicate with each other. 
This was a great experience, so I would like to thank you very much, for giving you the opportunity                   
to visit this sunny and hot-blooded country. 
 
Mikus Graudiņš: The trip to Spain in the commitment of the “EDC” project, in total, was                
interesting. On the long, four-hour journey, a lot of beautiful landscape could be watched from the                
capital Madrid to the city of Caceres. We arrived in the dark, but in the coming days we had a good                     
look at both the old city and the modern centre. We lived in a hotel near the old town for all our                      
time in the city of Caceres. Meeting of the project took place in the Spanish secondary school.                 
There we carried out a variety of water-related activities. We also saw a variety of cultural and                 
natural heritage outside the city, such as the old city Granadilla and Los Barruecos National Park.                
We also met many people from other countries - Lithuania, Poland, Italy, Czech Republic and Spain.                
In total, I appreciate this journey very much, and I hope that there will be an opportunity to travel                   
to Spain again. 
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Kristians Cīrulis: 
On 16 February this year, I went to Spain on the Erasmus + project. The project took a week and we                     

gained knowledge of water. I got new friends and got to know Spain better. I liked the trip to Los                    

Barruecos, where we could see a large area with large piles of natural stones. This nature park is                  

also one of the filming sites of the popular Game of Thrones. 

Paula Epalte: I learned a very good and lovely experience from the Spanish trip. I learned a lot                  

about their schools and ways of life. I met very nice people from Spain and also from other                  

countries who participated in the project. I was surprised by some of their food, because there was                 

something quite different for us. 

Juta Čabricka: I participated in projects for the second year. We visited the Spanish town of                 

Caceres, a beautiful, ancient and mountainous town. I enjoyed organized tours, such as the great               

kingdom of stones, as well as water-related workshops. In general, I have had experience hosting               

guests from other countries and wonderful impressions of the project. 

Dāvis Dreimanis: I liked to be in a real Spanish environment. It was interesting to be in Spanish                  

school. I learned the culture of Spanish greeting, I knew the nature of Spain. In Spain I was                  

surprised and fascinated by nature: their hills and stones. If such stones were in Latvia, they would                 

be Latvia's great stones. In Spain, I have a great experience that will be useful for me in the future. 

 

Lithuania: 
Oleg Ivanov: While I was in Spain, I learned some national songs and dances, a few Spanish words                  

like how to say hello, goodbye and thank you. My impressions are very good, I am happy that I had                    

the ability to experience these wonderful emotions, meet new people and socialize.  

Michail Smoliar: While in Spain, I learned a great deal about the local landscape, nature, water                

ecology. It was very interesting. I really like it, lots of fun activities. 

Modestas Gavėnas: I got to know Spanish culture and it’s traditions. I learned that even If there is a                   

difference in culture and language people from different countries can still be friends and get               

along. My Experience was both positive and surprising. Because I met so many people and made so                 

many friends I did not expect this before I came to visit Spain. Everyone was really friendly and                  

nice, it was really fun to do activities with them and share similar hobbies and interests. 

Ieva Narbutaitė: In the trip to Spain I learned a lot about their culture, which is way different than                   

ours, I met people from various countries. It was very fun to spend time with other students, travel                  

and visit new places. I liked it. 

 

Poland: 
 
Helena Kociniak: The most important thing I learned was information about water, the second but               
as important thing was a group collaboration thanks to it I learned a lot during project activities                 
and made friends from with students from other countries. It was nice to learn some interesting                
facts about culture in other countries, we could find out it during the presentations.  
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I was really surprised about the meeting. I thought it would be a bit boring but it wasn’t. The                   
program was very interesting, and I really enjoyed it. The time I spent in Cáceres was               
unforgettable.  
The only one comment I want to add is about people. I really like every single person who took part                    
in this project. We spent together a really good time. I think we became friends and we like each                   
other. I hope we will have contact for long time. 
Joanna Skarzyńska: During the meeting in Spain I met a lot of people from different countries. I                 
learnt that every culture and every person is different, but we still can be friends. 
My impressions are definitely positive. I had an opportunity to visit Spain, meet fantastic people               
and relax. I'm really happy that I could participate in the project like that. I'll never forget this                  
experience. 
I think that activities and trips were really fun and interesting. I really liked them. 
Eliza Baczewska: In Spain I found out how the concept of water and the activities associated with it                  

can be broadly understood. For me it was mainly connected with ecology and ways of saving water                 

but we learned many different aspects of it. We visited some water-related places in Caceres, we                

also did water-related sport activities. 

I am very happy that I participated in this project in Spain. I started learning Spanish a few months                   

ago so I could practice it a bit. The students from this country are very nice and helpful. I met many                     

wonderful people not only from Spain. 

Hanna Kamińska: During the trip we got to know the local community of Caceres. We visited the                 
Town Hall and the old city, with lovely streets. We also took a trip to the countryside with beautiful                   
views and impressive rocks. I really liked the boat event and I did archery for the first time in life.  
The language barrier made us creative with body language.It was an amazing experience and              
we’re so thankful that we could take part in this project.  
Pola Sajewska: Erasmus + project was a very nice experience. We visited beautiful places in               
Caceres. We saw a beautiful old town.  
Spanish people were very kind. All activities were very nice and we have learned a lot about Spain                  
and made new friends.  
Mikołaj Czemiel: Erasmus + project was a very positive experience. I had a chance to learn a lot                  
about Spanish culture in the best possible way. I learnt how different are people from other               
countries. We could speak with very kind Spanish people. 
It was an unforgettable time. I’ve learnt a lot not only about water.  
 

 
Spain: 
 
Guillermo Exposito: It was a good experience. I want to visit Latvia and learn more about their                 
culture. 
Marta Borrella: It was very nice. I hope to see them soon. 
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SAMPLES OF SUCCESSFUL LOCAL ACTIVITIES DURING THE 1st 

YEAR OF THE PROJECT 

  

Czech Republic: 
In September we prepared the international meeting C1 which was held in Pardubice and in               

October local activities with students started. We displayed the initial information about the             

project on the school notice board, the school website and we spoke about a project in lessons of                  

English and Biology. We announced the tasks of the first round of a competition – a short quiz                  

about water. The first round of the competition was prepared by the teachers, the next rounds                

were prepared by the students who also prepared an original hand-made prize for the winner. 

The students chose water localities; ponds, streams, water reservoirs, located usually near their             

homes and started their observations. Several students also started microscopy work. They            

obtained the samples for their observations mostly from the chosen localities. An interesting thing              

happened – students managed to involve two other teachers into the project work. 

 

Biology teacher of class 1B prepared for students a lesson based on the project material about                

saving water, ways of protecting water supplies and saving water in households. He motivated              

more students to start project work. The material and worksheets were presented during a              

workshop at the C1 meeting. 

We organized the first meeting of students interested in the EDC project. Students come from               

different classes and so they informed others about their personal observations of chosen water              

localities and suggested possible tasks and activities for future. 

In December we organized an excursion to the wastewater treatment plant in Hlinsko. Students              

learnt about the process of purifying sewage water. 
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Three classes watched a video guide about Pardubice and discussed the places which could be               

shown to foreign visitors to our school. We started with this activity preparation for the               

international meeting which will be held in Pardubice. We would like to transfer a lot of                

responsibilities to students: every student chose a role for the planned guided tour around              

Pardubice city centre and for the sports afternoon according to their abilities and interest in               

particular activities. 

Six students prepared a presentation about our school for the international meeting in Spain.              

Another group of students prepared a collection of idioms about water for a lesson planned for                

the international meeting in Latvia. 

 

The successful observations and research done by students so far include: 

1) the ecosystem of a natural pool in comparison with a family pool with chlorinated water and                 

mastery techniques of microscopy and taking photos of water organisms 

2) information about carbon footprint and water footprint of various types of food 

3) information about an archaeological sensation – the discovery of an old neolithic well located in                

our region 
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4) qualitative water analyses of water samples from a pond. Students determined common cations              

and anions, cultivated bacteria, cyanobacteria and yeasts in a nutrient media. 

5) information gained about the purifying process in a wastewater treatment plant which students              

visited 

6) summarization of the key points from Water Act 254/2001 Call 

7) gathering interesting information about Chrudimka and Tichá Orlice river basins 

8) naming the problems with water supplies in two villages, Pokřikov and Brčekoly which are               

affected by drought and its consequences, drying of wells and emergency supply of residents from               

water tanks. Students spoke with the mayor about the ways of solving the problem. 

9) making a poster about production of waste (in English) 

10) information about importance of rainforests and the consequences of global warming            

compiled into presentations for classmates (in English) 

During the online school work due to the coronavirus emergency situation our students wrote              

greetings to students in other partner countries and continued observing water localities,            

monitoring the bad situation with the level of groundwater supplies and deepening the problem              

with the drought of 2020. 
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Italy: 
 
ECONOMICS REPORT:  

  
A PLASTIC BOTTLED WATER FREE CLASSROOM. 

  
By 3C students with prof.ssa Orietta Vozzi 

(NOVEMBER 2019 - …) 
 
The course chosen for the project was 3A (16 yrs old students). 

  
The purposes:  

1. Raising awereness among students of the damage caused by the excessive use of plastic bottled 

water 

2. to delete not reusable plastic bottled water and to use refillable bottles in 3A classroom 

 

November 2019: 

Students started the new project:     A PLASTIC FREE CLASSROOM.  

 

The deadline to decide whether the stop to plastic bottles or not: the 3rd of December 
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The 3rd December 2019: 

Students made their choice: From today on, plastic bottles are no more allowed inside this 

classroom.  

The rule is for both teachers and students. For hosts too! 

  

                        
 
 January 2020: 
  

During Economics class, students decided to launch a challenge in the school:  

  
LET’S INVOLVE ALL THE SCHOOL IN THE BOYCOTT OF PLASTIC BOTTLED WATER! 

  
 February 2020: 

  
Studying a strategy! 
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March 2020 

  
Lockdown! 
During the online school work due to the Covid19 emergency situation, very few students went on 

working to the project. A power point presentation has been prepared by some students as well as 

some posters. Despite the effort of the teacher, attention and motivation decrease.  

Everything is postponed to September. 
 
 

SCIENCE REPORT:  
THE WATER CYCLE 

By 1C and Prof. Marco Dell’Aquila 

(February 2020) 

 
The class chosen for the project was 1C (14 yrs old students). 

The class was divided into four teams composed by five students.  

The teams decided to extract the topic to study and describe. 

The topics were: 

●      atmosphere 

●      oceans and seas 

●      underground water 

●      glacier 

●      lakes and rivers 

 

Each team had to develop his own topic paying attention to the water as a fundamental 

resource for the life on the Earth and looking for the interaction between the different 

water statement (water cycle) as well. 
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All teams used different kind of sources to collect information (books, the Internet, scientific 

papers…). The information was shared at school with the other members of the teams. The aim 

was to organized a small report and a presentation about the topic working together during 

Science class, using pc, tablet or mobile. 

In the end, each team showed the result to the other teams 

 

 
 

         

 

All presentations were organized using Prezi in order to create a single slideshow 
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LITERARY AND HISTORY REPORT: 

VIA SALARIA, OVVERO LA VIA DEL SALE  

(SALARIA: THE SALT ROAD) 

By 3C and prof.ssa Anna Cinque 

 

(OCTOBER 2019) 
 

In the first week of October, the teacher divided class 3C into 4 groups of 5 students each. Only the first group 

managed to participate in one of the planned activities mainly scheduled from the spring on wards and 

interrupted by the lockdown for Covid-19. 

  
The first group quickly carried out a small research on the Via Salaria, the destination of an educational trip 

that tookj place on 13rd and 14th of October. 

  

During the short trip, Ludovica took many photos while Lorenzo and Valerio took notes from the guides’ 

explanations. Upon returning to class, together with Chiara and Giulia, they selected photographic material 

and wriote a summary text. Afterwards they presented the images to the class, illustrating and commenting  

them. 
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The ideal baton then passed to a second group that should have been formed to design the celebration for 

World Water Day, March 22. However, at this point, the activities were interrupted due to the lockdown for 

Covid-19. 

Meanwhile, Marta and Eleonora, from the second group, had chosen Roberto Piumini's poem "And water" 

to keep as a source of inspiration for subsequent works. 

The whole class would then have had to participate in the vision of the documentary on the waters of the 

Italian territory shot by two young authors - a journalist and a graduate in Environmental Economics.  

The documentary is presented on the site https://www.controcorrentedoc.it/ 

 

 

 

The third group of students - Alessandro, Davide, Filippo, Gabriella and Alessia - was preparing an interview 

to be done with the authors of the documentary on the occasion of its presentation. 

The 4 groups would then elaborate a sensitive digital map to present all the collective work with images, 

texts and music. 
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ART REPORT:  
 

WALKING AROUND ROME, THE CITY OF WATER. 
 

by mixed students with special needs students and proff.sse Andreoli, Aquili and Molinari 
 

JANUARY 2020) 
 

At the end of January 2020 some of the students of our school have been involved in a memorable walk 

around the centre of Rome  to report the beauty of the city ancient fountains and the importance of the 

use of water throughout history. 

Most  of the students involved, aged 14-18, are those who are taking part in the Erasmus Project “Drops” 
and these include Special Educational Needs students, too. As a matter of fact,our school is well known in 

Rome for our Special Needs Department providing support to  learning difficulties and  physical disabilities 

students.  This contributes to make our institute as rich, varied as well as outstanding. During the walk 

experience some of our special needs students could  contribute in the project by reporting the 

information, learning new things and getting ready for our first trip to Spain. 

 

A group of approximately 20 students guided by 5 teachers have toured the centered of Rome  visiting the 

most popular and well-known fountains of the city. The aim of this walk was to  report to the first  DROPS 

gathering  (which was held in February in Caceres, Spain) the beauty of the Roman Arts, linked to the topic 

of water .  

The group was divided into a few subgroups formed by a few pupils each including a speacial need student. 

Beforehead, every student in every group chose  a fountain to describe and reasearch on using both the 

Italian and the English language. Every group had to find information such as: the name of the fountain, the 

historic  period it was built, the name of the architect who made it, the reasons why  it was built and also 

some particular anecdotes revolved around the fountain. 
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Conclusion 

Helping our pupils to stand in places where the things they learnt about really happened had a surprising                  

impact for everyone involved. 

Our school visit to the fountain sites was very important not only to bring a history lesson to life but to 

enable pupils to develop a deeper understanding of the concept of water. In fact, the visit  could serve as a 

catalyst for sparking  the kids’ imagination and showing them a world beyond the classroom. 

Not only did the visit help with the students’ overall enjoyment and deeper understanding of the subject of 

art and history, it also encouraged them to realise the importance that water had through history in ancient 

Rome. Throughtout the visit the students were encouraged to reflect  about the use of water in ancient 

Rome  and its conservation in modern time too. Finally, once the students were back in the classroom they 

were encouraged to share their thoughs with the rest of their classmates and reflecting about the current 

shortage of water that the entire planet is experiencing. 
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Latvia: 
 
Activities in the local kindergarten 

10/2019 

Students of the grade 9th Dārta Laizāne, Linda Verze, Dāvis Dreimanis, Mārtiņš Lejiņš and              

Markuss Šantars went to the Kindergarten to tell the younger generation of Malpils the              

importance of water. During the visit, they played a game and organized a drawing competition. 

11/2019 

Project members and members of eco- council ( a group of           

individuals who raise awareness about climate change) : Ingars         

Jēkabsons, Elizabete Ģērmane, Eva Vērse, Irbe Strūģe and        

Anastasija Fiļipova went to kindergarten “Māllēpītes” and       

conducted a lesson about global warming. In the lesson they          

talked about what causes climate change and about nature         

friendly things we can do in our everyday lives to slow down            

global warming. A world model was made to easier understand          

the extinction of animal species. And a study was made to see            

how much water drains in 2 minutes if while brushing your teeth            

the tap is  always open. 

Activities organized by students for the youngest schoolmates 

01/2020 

To tell about the dangers of global warming to the younger generation there was conducted a                

lesson to class 2.b about “Global warming and its impact in our lives” in which the students                 

learned about the importance of this topic. They talked about everyday habits and how their               

habits can and are impacting the world. At the end of the lesson each student made their own                  

“Climate lifeboat” on which flags they wrote their references and what they will do to slow down                 

the global warming process. 

02/2020 

Ingars Jēkabsons with the help of nature studies teacher Ilze          

Bērziņa in classes 2, 3, 4 and 6 conducted an online quiz for             

students in the quiz making site Kahoot!, where they were          

asked questions about water respectively for the grade level.         

There were questions about things that they learn in school as           

well as cognitive and everyday questions about the use of          

water and the overall global water situation. 

 

02/2020 

Linda Verze and Mārtiņš Lejiņš introduced the 3rd grade pupils to           

the derivation of groundwater, its use, as well as the origin and            

distribution of pollution. Pupils were introduced to various methods         

of water energy, for example hydroelectric stations (HES). The 3rd          
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grade pupils found out how much energy the biggest HES in Latvia is capable of producing, and                 

also found out new facts about the local HES in the territory of Mālpils district. 

 

Study visits, learning about water-connected professions 

11/2019 

Mārtiņš Lejiņš and Dāvis Dreimanis from the grade 9 organized an excursion to the hydroelectric               

power station “Brūnu HES”, prepared a presentation for the youngest. In this excursion 2nd              

graders learned something more about how water can generate electricity and about the river              

which they use to generate electricity. 

12/2019 

2nd graders with their teacher Ilze Bērziņa and Justīne         

Vanaga from the grade 10th went to one of Mālpils water           

purification stations to find out where the water goes from          our 

houses, buildings etc. 

In this water station, they saw all the processes: how the            

dirty water gets to the station, all the different stages of           

water purification and even how already purified water        

flows in the Mergupe. 

This topic is studied in detail by Helmuts Paškovs and he’s also writing a project work about it. 

01/2020 

2.a grade pupils and a small eco-council group visited Jelgavas PET bottle processing plant, where               

they were told about the impact of garbage in nature and recycling. The process of recycling PET                 

bottles and the importance of water throughout this process were shown. The pupils also learned               

how the recycling plant purifies the water already used in the process using a water purification                

system. After the tour the pupils filled a questionnaire about recycling and a more nature friendly                

lifestyle. 

01/2020 

3a grade pupils visited PET Baltic, where they learned about the importance of recycling PET               

bottles, the impact of sorting and the ecological problems of global ocean pollution. In a practical                

experiment, pupils observed how ocean pollution was formed in both its surface layers and its               

depths. Students took part in the quiz and made recommendations for changing and educating              

people's habits. 

 

Researches, practical work, competitions 

12/2019, Project day.  

5.,6.b.,10.class students conducted a water analysis with       

teacher’s Iveta Vēvere guidance. 5.b class students       

compared spring and tap water. 6.b students made 0,9         

percent saline solution. The temperature, ph, nitrates ,        

nitrites and ammonia of the water was determined. The         

students learned to work with reagent references and        

read measurements. 7. class students determined river       
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stream speeds in Mergupe, Suda in Mālpils center, Sidgundā and Lielā Jugla river. 10. class               

students conducted research about river Sudas water. 

02/2020 

For the fourth year in a row, the pupils' science competition “Pupils Experiment” took place, and                

our students participated in the competition and conducted        

a study. The study was “The amount of moisture that fruits           

and vegetables lose as a result of dehydration”, which         

showed other active students the importance of water in our          

diet. 

There was also a demonstration of water pollution and its          

path into groundwater. There was also an study of the          

characteristics of molluscs species between the Baltic,       

Mediterranean and Adriatic seas. The thickness of the shells, their colour and the habitats of               

molluscs were described. 

 

Lithuania: 
 
 

Poland: 

We started our project by presenting its aims to the parents and the students. The students of the                   

2nd grade of the Secondary School prepared an information board about the project, from which               

the other students could  find out what the assumptions of the project and current activities are. 

We had some discussions on our biology and English lessons concerning the meaning of the               

project and asking the question why every drop counts. Many students stressed the ecological              

aspect of it and most of our activities concentrated on this problem but not only. 

PEER TEACHING AND LEARNING 

The students of the 8th grade of the Primary School and 1st grade of the four-year Secondary                 

School prepared and conducted water lessons for the junior classes of the primary school trying to                

increase the young pupils' awareness of the importance of water and its preservation. The same               

lesson was conducted in Primary School number 1 in Białystok for 2 different classes as a                

dissemination of the project. 
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The 1st year students of secondary school presented “important inventions” connected with            

water, such as rainwater treatment plants, a device of the ocean clean up. The presentations were                

followed by a long discussion. 

 

ENGLISH AND BIOLOGY LESSONS CONNECTED WITH THE TOPIC OF WATER 

Each month there have been English lessons in which young people learnt and broadened their               

knowledge about water mainly in biological and ecological aspects. We have watched short             

information films about water, its role in nature and human life, as well as the dangers associated                 

with the global water crisis. 

First and second grade secondary school students actively participated in lessons about “Hidden             

Water Footprint” and came up with ingenious solutions to limit the amount of water used in the                 

production of goods we buy and consume as well as along the supply chain. Everybody had also                 

the opportunity to calculate their own water footprint and develop solutions to reduce daily              

consumption. 

There was also a lesson about the disappearing island of Carter, near Bougainville. The island,               

inhabited by 3000 people, has become a victim of global warming. The inhabitants of the island                

had to be relocated to Bougainville to survive. A very interesting film "Sun is up" depicted the                 

situation of the island's inhabitants. 

  

In the 6th , 7th and 8th grades of primary school the students watched short films on the                  

importance of water in nature and how to save water. They also played kahoots related to the                 

topic and some other games 
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Most of the classes of primary school talked about water topics in their form times. Students of                 

the seventh form ( class VII b) prepared a poster about saving water and discussed the topic with                  

their classmates. Everybody also said what they may do to decrease their " Water footprint". 

 

 

In the second grade of secondary school the topic "Vertebrates living in an aquatic and               

water-related environment" was discussed . Students played the kahoot prepared by their            

classmates connected with this topic. It contained 18 questions related mainly to fish and              

amphibians. 

OTHER ACTIONS PREPARED BY THE STUDENTS AND TEACHERS 

In November we celebrated Fairy Tale Day in our school. All students and teachers were to dress                 

up as characters from a fairy tale. 8th year students had a lesson about fairy tales with water in                   

them.  
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Various information and posters about water appeared in the school corridors – trivia about              

water, causes and effects of drought, how to save water and water-related inventions. One of the                

students from the 1th grade of secondary school prepared a kahoot game based on the               

information. A big school competition was planned on the International Water Day but             

unfortunately it didn’t take place as the schools were closed because of the coronavirus pandemic. 

Students of our school participated in the Climate strike. They promoted the project ‘Every drop               

counts’ (ERASMUS +) with posters which they had prepared themselves.  

          

One of the most successful and spectacular events was an Oxford Debate. It is a discussion, where                  

there are 2 teams of 4 people. Each team has to present their position on a particular thesis and                   

prove their opinion. This time the topic was: “It is better to drink tap water than bought in                  

bottles”. Both teams did a really good job, many interesting questions were asked. The debate was                

a success and satisfied both sides and the audience. 

 

GUESTS AND THE LECTURES 

We have also invited guests who gave lectures for young people related to the project topic. In                 

February, such a speaker was Mr. Kalinowski, who discussed the role of water in nature with                

young people and shared his experiences related to the construction of a drilled well. 
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In all forms of secondary school there was a presentation in English about Australia’s nature and                

culture with regards to the bush fires that were destroying the wildlife, due to drought caused by                 

long rainless periods and high temperatures (global warming). It was carried out by a student of                

Intercollegiate Faculty of Biotechnology at Gdańsk University and Medical University, who has            

recently returned from nearly a year-long stay in Melbourne 

 

We had so many plans for some other interesting actions and excursions but we couldn’t make                

them come true because of the coronavirus pandemic, however, we did manage to have a few                

online lessons about water. We watched 2 films about water and the students were to answer                

some comprehension questions. We also created an awesome collection of English and Polish             

illustrated idioms connected with water. 

 

The students of the 1th grade of secondary school prepared an interesting presentation and              

conducted the online form time of their class followed by the discussion. 
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The students of the 7th grade of primary class worked on a presentation about water in various                 

aspects: water in plants, water in numbers and many more. 

 

We have also purchased ecological, glass bottles for senior students of primary and secondary              

schools, which is an element of the project's dissemination, promoting a healthy lifestyle.             

Unfortunately we didn’t have the opportunity to give them to all the students but our graduates of                 

primary and secondary school received them at the end of the school year together with their                

certificates and rewards.  
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Spain: 
Among others, the following activities were carried out, within the framework of the project, with               

students from the centre during the course: 

 

● "Every partner counts I" preliminary presentation of general data of countries           

(presentation of students). (Erasmus Day) 

 

● "Every partner counts II" presentation of general data of countries (presentation of            

students). 

 

● Accomplishment of Christmas mural in the "II Concurso de Puertas Navideñas". 

 

● Presentation of data on exchange countries and news of the Erasmus Plus programme in              

the 4th ESO EConomy programme "El contenedor de Willy". 

  

● Production of information posters on exchange countries  

 

● Temporary Elsa: Catastrophic water actions 

 

● The river runs through your school. 
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OUTCOMES OF THE 1ST PROJECT YEAR 
Students’ and/or teachers’ created materials 

 

Czech Republic: 
 

Italy: 
 

Latvia: 

Poetry, art and water. Exhibition. 

Like every year since 1965 at the beginning of September,          

there is a tradition that we mention Rainis -one of Latvia’s           

best poets and playwrights- and so we organise poetry days          

that take part on 11th September. 

Our school's 5th class searched poems that were related to          

water. But 8th, 9th and 11th class made creative work about           

water and so they made these creations in the shape of a            

water drop and drew the main characters and events of the           

poem. Then these art pieces were exhibited in school halls. 

 Rivers in the Latvian folklore 

The pupils of the grade 3.a were given a task to research how rivers are described in the Latvian                   

folklore. The students had to choose 5 of their favourite descriptions of a river and illustrate 3 of                  

them. The students were encouraged to try to find folk songs that were written in Mālpils and                 

illustrate them in different techniques. They were allowed to use different materials, except             

markers. The illustrations were created at home. After it was done there was an exhibition of                

them in their classroom where they discussed the adequacy of their           

work, explaining their choice of technique and their creative process.          

In their work, every student voiced their connection with nature          

science, the county folklore and their personal lives. The illustrations          

are scanned and collected. Already in November 2019 has been          

created this first project outcome, it is uploaded on the school           

website. 

https://onedrive.live.com/?authkey=%21AJ3zypAGFp9EYyo&cid=8CB98596D6FAE25F&id=8CB985

96D6FAE25F%211796&parId=8CB98596D6FAE25F%21150&o=OneUp 
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Water reservoir system model 

In mazpulku (Latvia's variant of boy and girl scouts) greenhouse          

there is created a water reservoir system model: The Baltic sea,           

3 rivers and a harbour and 14 boxes that form a river. 

The Baltic Sea and the harbour was made by 6th grade           

students, the river models, however were made by 2nd grade          

pupils. 14 pupils, each one showed their river mosaic pieces.          

Each one could choose a coast type, the river’s bed terrain, the            

colour of the water and the rivers flora and fauna. The pupils            

also designed the watercourse by their choice. (One has an island in his project, the other one has                  

a bridge, waterfall, beaver dam and a lot of other things.) 

 ”Water drop cookies” baking 

Pupils made special cookies in a form of a water drop and            

described the whole process in a form of a photo recipe. This            

activity was made to participate in a creative way in this project.            

These cookies were made from the very beginning with just the           

basic ingredients. Even the icing for the cookies they made          

themselves. All of the participants in some kind of way          

participated in the cookie making, whether it being shredding         

sugar, or the making of the mold, everyone worked together for a            

common goal. One of the reasons why these cookies were made was for nature studies Kahoot!                

water quiz winners as a reward. After the cookies were made the pupils tasted their own made                 

products. 

Photo-recipe of the cookies: 

http://www.malpilsvsk.lv/f/uploads/Mazpulcenu_Lasenu_cepumu_fotorecepte.pdf 

 

Legends about the Suda- river in Malpils district 

Class 3a composed legends about Sudas's river. These        

legends have been  created, written and illustrated. 

Each pupil created an animation for his own legend. You can           

watch them in 

https://photos.app.goo.gl/PR4h5nJeSaRzzFNe7 
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Lithuania: 
 

Poland: 
 

Spain: 
The design of the journal logo. 

 

The webpage with all data referred to the project 

http://laescueladetorrado.es/everydropcounts/ 

 

Unfortunately amid the Covid-19 crisis other output like the water guide app or the “painting the 

backyard activity” couldn’t be finished.  
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